Conclusions Conclusions
• The blue loop is a delicate phenomena that cannot be attributed to single cause-effect scenario, as many parameters are at play contributing to its appearance and extension extension. • The N14 rate has very interesting evolutionary implications that need to be carefully addressed implications that need to be carefully addressed. • The effect of the N14 rate on loops has been studied for the whole mass range which is a first the whole mass range, which is a first. • The new compilation of the N14 rate causes a severe reduction in the blue loops of the stellar masses 5M ʘ reduction in the blue loops of the stellar masses 5M ʘ , 6M ʘ and 7M ʘ which is very undesirable observationally. • Moderate overshooting is called for in order to restore the Moderate overshooting is called for in order to restore the loops in the models that would otherwise lack them.
